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As Steve said in the interview with The Daily Beast, Monkey Business, had made him popular, but
there was a price to pay for that. Bob and Paula never were really friendly, and while that didnt make
Steve dislike Bob, they were not the best of friends. Bob and his wife were about to divorce at the
time of Monkey Businesss debut, and Steve had been to the Ross house at least a half a dozen
times, assuming they would both be in the house at the same time when he visited. On April 1, 2015,
Judge Johnson in Spokane, Washington finally delivered his verdict. It was one o these rare cases
that allowed him to determine matters of fact based on what had occurred between the lawyers and
the parties rather than what the lawyers said in court. Bob Ross, Inc.,s lawyers would testify that
Steve and Johns had on numerous occasions given Steve permission to produce the HOPE HARPER
DADDYS series and to produce the series with artists who were not the Kowalskis. Some facts may
have changed, Judge Johnson warned, and the lawyers were left to understand that any facts that
had changed didnt affect his decision. Kowalski has offered to pay the funeral expenses, but the
estate says that won't do. Alex Kowalski told me in a recent phone interview that he learned from
family members and other sources that the Kowalskis were owed at least $20,000 in back dues, not
to mention the $50,000 he paid to someone from Texas who'd allegedly promised Bobs Monkeys co-
creator Terry Matalas a bit part in the cartoon.
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Although she admittedly was not in their shoes, Joan nevertheless thought that perhaps Bob would
be willing to part with the limited rights around the art products that he had already granted to

Kowalski in the course of their art business. Though she is pretty sure she wasnt the first person to
suggest it, she says that she presented that idea to Bob, and mentioned it in her capacity as a co-
partner in the company. It also didnt seem to her to be a particularly tall order, given that they had
been working together for a few years and hadnt yet dealt with Kowalski and his studio producing
Bob merchandise. His rise to the top of the corporate ladder in the paint business had placed the
partnership in a financial quagmire, and if Bob thought he could hold on to his lucrative corporate
lifestyle forever, he was sadly mistaken. I Believe In Art eventually became a part of the lawsuit,

suing Bob Ross, Inc. on the grounds that the company had no right to use the names of real artists,
including Bob Ross himself, in their own business ventures. In a counter-claim, B&W, C & C

Productions, and the Kowalskis accused Bob Ross, Inc. of fraud and extortion. Meanwhile, the
Kowalskis are fighting their dispute with the estate from federal court in Missouri. Bob Ross, Inc. filed
a motion in the dispute that essentially accused the Kowalskis of violating the trust agreements Bob
had signed in 2000 and 2002 by retaining rights to the Kowalskis former business partners and in an

act of defiance, by attempting to start their own competing art company and licensing their own
versions of the Bob Ross art. 5ec8ef588b
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